The purpose of the paper is to prove the following THEOREM: Let E be a vector space over a field K with char K Φ 2, and let φ be a nondegenerate hermitian form on E. Then the lattice of all orthogonally closed subspaces of (E, φ) is modular if and only if E is finite dimensional. Introduction* It is well known that the lattice of all orthogonally (=topologically) closed subspaces of a Hubert space H is modular only if H has finite dimension (see Birkhoff-Von Neumann [1]). We shall prove here that this is true generally for vector spaces E over commutative fields K with char K Φ 2, supplied with nondegenerate hermitian forms φ: The lattice of all orthogonally closed subspaces of (E, φ) is modular if and only if E is finite dimensional. Nonmodularity in the infinite dimensional case is due to the fact that then there are always two closed subspaces with nonclosed sum. In a Hubert space one can exhibit such pairs of subspaces in a constructive way (see [3] ); our general case is much more involved, and their existence will follow from an indirect proof.
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The purpose of the paper is to prove the following THEOREM: Let E be a vector space over a field K with char K Φ 2, and let φ be a nondegenerate hermitian form on E. Then the lattice of all orthogonally closed subspaces of (E, φ) is modular if and only if E is finite dimensional. Introduction* It is well known that the lattice of all orthogonally (=topologically) closed subspaces of a Hubert space H is modular only if H has finite dimension (see ). We shall prove here that this is true generally for vector spaces E over commutative fields K with char K Φ 2, supplied with nondegenerate hermitian forms φ: The lattice of all orthogonally closed subspaces of (E, φ) is modular if and only if E is finite dimensional. Nonmodularity in the infinite dimensional case is due to the fact that then there are always two closed subspaces with nonclosed sum. In a Hubert space one can exhibit such pairs of subspaces in a constructive way (see [3] ); our general case is much more involved, and their existence will follow from an indirect proof. 1* Denotations* Let £ be a (left-) vector space over a commutative field K, and φ: E xE -> K a hermitian form with respect to an automorphism a\-+a of period 2 of K. We always assume that char K Φ 2. We usually write (x, y) instead of φ{x, y), and we write xly if (x, y) = 0, x,yeE.
Let F be a subspace of (E, φ , Ge^ we have FVG -= F + G (see [4] , Theorem 33.4). Thus modularity of £f{E, φ) is equivalent to the following property of (E, φ):
(A) The sum of two orthogonally closed subspaces is always closed .
If dim i? < oo then (A) holds trivially. We now prove the converse.
3* Nonmodularity of Sf{E, φ) in case of infinite dimension* We start with two technical lemmas. Their importance for our problem will become evident later (cf. the proof of Lemma 3 below).
Let F be a subspace with dim F = ^0 such that for all subspaces U, VaF we have: This allows us to represent y as a formal sum y = ΈisesVs, and we call the y s 's the components of y with respect to the decomposition F = φ^F 8 .
In particular every xeE has the form x = Σ s #*• Now suppose that E Φ F.
(1) We first show that then E = F*. Let xeE with ££2^. One readily constructs a decomposition F -(BsF s such that dim F 8 -2 and # s =£ 0 for all s e S (choose an orthogonal basis {βi '. iel) of F and observe that card {i e /: (β,, α;) ^ 0} = ^0 = card I). Now let yeF*.
We Φ\Q±±) and Q (in lieu of (E, φ) and JP). Hence Q = Q 11 and in particular #eζ>. But this is a contradiction since (e,, q) -(e*, a?)' ^ 0 for all i e L.
We now pass to study spaces (E, φ) with property (A). LEMMA Let (H, Ψ) be any hermitian, euclidean space over K. We denote by H* the set of all linear forms f on H with the property that ker(/), as a subspace of (H, Ψ), admits an orthogonal basis. Let {hi. iel} be an othogonal basis of H, and let / be any linear form on H. Put J = {iel: /(fe<) ^0}. /is induced by some x e H iff J is finite. In this case, of course, feH*.
Suppose that the semisimple space (E, φ) has property (A).
Suppose / is infinite. Then ker(/) is semisimple and we have feH* iff card J -^0 ( [2] , Satz 1). We now see that feH* if and only if there is a decomposition H = Q φ 1 R with dim R <. ^0 and /| ρ = 0. In such a decomposition Q is always euclidean (cf. [2] ). We also see that H* is a subspace of H*. LEMMA 4. Suppose (E, φ) R such that f\ Q = 0 and dimi2 = ^0; here Q is euclidean. We have yeQ L and so G = Q φ 1 (R θ (y) θ (v)) which shows that G is euclidean. We define a linear form g on G by g\ F = /, βr(?/) = 0, flr(ι ) = (v, y) + 1. The above decomposition of G shows that geG*. Hence g is induced by some zeE.
Since g\ F = f we have z ~ y e F L , i.e., # = y + w with w eF L . Now (v, j/) + 1 = g(v) = (v, z) = (v, y) + (v, w) 
